Selective gene silencing in activated leukocytes by targeting siRNAs to the integrin lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1
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Silencing gene expression by RNAi is a powerful method for exploring gene function and validating drug targets and potentially for therapy. Lymphocytes and other primary blood cells are resistant to lipid-based transfection in vitro and are difficult to target in vivo. We show here that antibody-protamine fusion proteins targeting the human integrin lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) efficiently deliver siRNAs and specifically induce silencing in primary lymphocytes, monocytes, and dendritic cells. Moreover, a fusion protein constructed from an antibody that preferentially recognizes activation-dependent conformational changes in LFA-1 selectively targets activated leukocytes and can be used to suppress gene expression and cell proliferation only in activated lymphocytes. The siRNA-fusion protein complexes do not cause lymphocyte activation or induce IFN responses. K562 cells expressing latent WT or constitutively activated LFA-1 engrafted in the lungs of SCID mice are selectively targeted by intravenously injected fusion protein–siRNA complexes, demonstrating the potential in vivo applicability of LFA-1-directed siRNA delivery.
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RNAi can be activated by introducing synthetic short dsRNA fragments, termed siRNAs, into cells to silence genes bearing complementary sequences. RNAi is a powerful tool to evaluate the role of specific genes in cellular and disease processes with potential applications for therapy (1, 2). Using siRNAs to manipulate gene expression in lymphocytes would be of great interest not only for understanding lymphocyte biology but also for developing novel therapeutic approaches to dampen inflammation and harmful immune responses that occur during autoimmunity, transplant rejection, and graft vs. host disease, to suppress lymphotropic viral infections such as HIV, or to treat leukemia or lymphoma (1, 2). For some therapeutic applications, targeted siRNA delivery only to activated leukocytes would be an attractive approach to minimize potential immunosuppressive effects on bystander lymphocytes. However, primary lymphocytes are highly resistant to transfection using conventional transfection reagents (e.g., cationic lipids and polymers) (3–5). Although they can be transduced by electroporation in vitro (6), this method of introducing nucleic acids into cells cannot be used to deliver siRNAs into lymphocytes dispersed throughout the body in vivo and is complicated by significant cell death in vitro. Antibody fragment-protamine fusion proteins can deliver siRNAs by cell surface receptors to specific cell types and tissues efficiently and induce gene silencing in s.c. tumors when fusion protein–siRNA complexes are injected intravenously (7). As a proof of concept, a fusion protein, designed by using an Fab fragment of an anti-HIV envelope (env) antibody covalently linked to protamine, mixed with siRNAs was shown to silence gene expression in HIV-infected lymphocytes that express HIV env, but not in uninfected cells (7).

Lymphocytes dramatically alter their gene expression upon activation, acquiring helper or effector function critical for host defense (8, 9). Moreover, some key cell surface molecules already present on naïve and/or resting cells change their conformation following recognition of antigen or other signals of immune stimulation. In particular, the integrin lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) expressed on all leukocytes, which mediates hetertopic adhesion to intercellular adhesion molecules on other immune cells, undergoes dramatic conformational changes in response to stimulation (10, 11). LFA-1 is usually in the low-affinity nonadhesive form on naïve cells and is rapidly converted to the high-affinity (HA) adhesive form upon leukocyte activation (12). The LFA-1 ligand-binding domain, the inserted (I) domain, changes from a closed to an open form with a progressive 10,000-fold increase in affinity in the activated state (10). To study affinity up-regulation of LFA-1, we recently developed an engineered antibody, AL-57, that preferentially binds to the active conformation of LFA-1 (13, 14). Unlike most LFA-1 antibodies that bind equally to the HA and low-affinity forms (e.g., TSI/22), AL-57 binds to HA LFA-1 on activated lymphocytes but not to low-affinity LFA-1 on unstimulated cells (14). Thus, AL-57 could be used to target activated lymphocytes selectively.

The goal of this study is to determine whether LFA-1-directed antibody-protamine fusion proteins can target siRNAs to primary leukocytes and to probe whether the specificity of targeting can be used to silence gene expression only in activated leukocytes. Silencing gene expression only in activated cells during a disease could provide the possibility of interfering with unwanted pathogenic immune stimulation without global immunosuppressive effects on bystander immune cells that complicate most current immunosuppressive therapies (15). We designed an AL-57 single-chain variable region fragment (scFv)-protamine fragment fusion protein (AL-57-PF) and tested its ability to deliver siRNAs and silence gene expression in activated cells. Here we demonstrate selective gene silencing in activated lymphocytes by targeting the HA conformation of LFA-1.

Results

Expression of Anti-LFA-1 Fusion Proteins. To incorporate an LFA-1-targeting moiety into an siRNA delivery reagent, the heavy-
and light-chain variable genes of the LFA-1 IgG antibodies TSI/22 (16) and AL-57 (13, 14) were converted to scFvs, which were fused at their C termini in a bacterial expression plasmid with the sequence for a basic peptide from human prostate, corresponding to amino acids 8–29, as described (7). AL-57-PF and TS1/22-PF were expressed in bacteria with a His tag and purified to homogeneity from the periplasm by sequential Ni-NTA affinity and ion-exchange chromatography (data not shown).

AL-57-PF Delivers siRNA to Silence Gene Expression Selectively in HA LFA-1-Expressing Cells. TSI/22 binds nonselectively to both low- and HA LFA-1 (17), whereas IgG AL-57 binds selectively to HA LFA-1 (13, 14). To verify that their binding specificities were preserved after conversion to scFv-PF, we used flow cytometry to assess binding to human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) of Alexa-488-labeled AL-57-PF, TSI/22-PF, and ML39-PF (a control fusion protein that recognizes human ErbB2 (7)). On circulating blood cells, LFA-1 is predominantly in the low-affinity form but can be converted to the HA form by stimulation in the presence of MgCl₂ and EGTA with an activating antibody CBRLFA-1/2 (18). Stimulation with the activating antibody did not affect LFA-1 expression on any subset [supporting information (SI) Fig. 6A]. TSI/22-PF bound to PBMC independently of stimulation, but AL-57-PF bound only to stimulated PBMC (Fig. 1A and SI Fig. 6B). Because the fusion proteins bound to cells with the specificity of their respective antibodies, we next tested whether AL-57-PF specifically delivered fluorescently labeled siRNAs only into stimulated PBMC. Cy3-siRNA on its own or complexed with ML39-PF did not get into any subset of PBMC. TSI/22-PF efficiently delivered Cy3-siRNA to both unstimulated and stimulated PBMC of each subtype, CD3⁺ T and CD19⁺ B lymphocytes, CD14⁺ monocytes, and CD11c⁺ dendritic cells (Fig. 1B). In contrast, AL-57-PF delivered Cy3-siRNA only to a small subset of unstimulated T and B lymphocytes (~1–2%) in PBMC. These were present as a distinct Cy3⁺ peak on flow cytometry that was not present in the control samples treated with Cy3-siRNA mixed with medium, irrelevant antibody, or protamine (Fig. 1B and data not shown). These small subpopulations likely represent the small numbers of circulating activated lymphocytes in healthy donors. However, AL-57-PF potently delivered Cy3-siRNA to all subsets of stimulated PBMC (Fig. 1B). These results demonstrate the selective siRNA delivery by AL-57-PF only to activated leukocytes.

We next asked whether AL-57-PF-delivered siRNAs could induce silencing of the ubiquitously expressed Ku70 gene (7) selectively to HA LFA-1-expressing cells. Stimulated or unstimulated PBMC were analyzed 48 h after treatment with Ku70-siRNA delivered by polyethyleneimine (PEI), oligofectamine or scFv-PFs. siRNA complexed with PEI or oligofectamine did not significantly reduce Ku70 expression (SI Fig. 7, confirming that PBMC are resistant to conventional transfection reagents. Ku70-siRNA delivered by TSI/22-PF induced potent silencing independently of stimulation, whereas Ku70-siRNA delivered by AL-57-PF induced silencing only in stimulated cells (Fig. 1C and SI Fig. 7A). Silencing was readily detectable with 100 pmol of siRNA and plateaued at ~2,000 pmol (Fig. 1C). Similar results were obtained when CD4⁺-siRNA was delivered to primary stimulated and unstimulated lymphocytes to silence CD4 expression (SI Fig. 7B).

AL-57-PF Silences Chemokine Receptor CCR5 Selectively in HA LFA-1-Expressing Cells. CCR5 is a chemokine receptor that plays a critical role in Th1 type immunity to pathogens (19) and is a coreceptor for HIV infection (20). Aberrant up-regulation of CCR5 in T lymphocytes is implicated in the induction of Th1-type responses in rheumatoid arthritis and transplant rejection (21). Therefore, selective attenuation of CCR5 expression in activated lymphocytes might be a novel approach to treat autoimmune disease or HIV infection. To investigate the feasibility of this approach in vitro, we tested delivery of CCR5-siRNA by LFA-1 antibody fusion proteins. Memory T cells express CCR5 and low-affinity LFA-1 that converts to the HA
conformation after stimulation with CBRLFA-1/2 (14). Unstimulated or stimulated memory T cells were treated with CCR5–siRNA or control luciferase–siRNA mixed with the fusion proteins or their constituent components and analyzed by quantitative RT-PCR for CCR5 expression (Fig. 1D). Stimulation with CBRLFA-1/2 on its own did not alter CCR5 mRNA expression (not shown). As expected, CCR5–siRNA delivered by TS1/22-PF greatly reduced mRNA expression independently of stimulation, whereas CCR5 was reduced by CCR5–siRNA delivered by AL-57-PF only in stimulated lymphocytes. These results demonstrate potent and selective gene silencing only in activated PBMC and T lymphocytes after siRNA delivery with AL-57-PF and activation-independent gene silencing by siRNA delivered by TS1/22-PF in resting and activated mononuclear cells that are normally resistant to transfection.

**AL-57-PF Selectively Targets HA LFA-1-Expressing Cells in Heterogeneous Populations.** To demonstrate further the selective delivery of siRNAs to activated cells in heterogeneous populations of cells expressing both high- and low-affinity LFA-1, we delivered Ku70-siRNAs to mixed populations of K562 cells that were stably transfected to express LFA-1 (22) and then either exposed to the stimulating antibody CBRLFA-1/2 or the nonactivating control LFA-1 antibody TS2/4. The stimulated cells were labeled with CMTMR (CellTracker, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to identify them in the mixed population. Ku70-siRNA delivered by TS1/22-PF-reduced Ku70 protein expression in both CBRLFA-1/2- and TS2/4-tREATED cells, showing gene silencing independent of LFA-1 activation (Fig. 2 and SI Fig. 8). In contrast, Ku70-siRNA delivered by AL-57-PF selectively attenuated Ku70 expression in CBRLFA-1/2-treated cells, while leaving Ku70 expression in TS2/4-treated cells unchanged (Fig. 2). These results demonstrate siRNA delivery by AL-57-PF selectively targets HA LFA-1 expressing cells in heterogeneous populations.

**AL-57-PF Delivers siRNA to Silence Gene Expression in Lymphocytes Activated by T Cell Receptor (TCR) or Chemokine Stimulation.** Activation of lymphocytes by engagement of the TCR or chemokine receptors elicits intracellular signaling cascades that lead to transient up-regulation of HA-LFA-1 (12). During chronic inflammation, the HA conformation of LFA-1 persists in abnormally activated lymphocytes (23, 24). To investigate whether AL-57-PF delivers siRNAs and silences gene expression in lymphocytes activated by physiologically relevant stimuli that would model chronic inflammation in vitro, T lymphocytes were exposed to immobilized CD3 antibody or immobilized CXCL12 chemokine, which elicited persistent activation of LFA-1. Binding of TS1/22-PF and AL-57-PF was used to verify the effects of these stimuli on LFA-1 conformation. As determined by binding of activation-insensitive TS1/22-PF, LFA-1 expression barely changed during activation (Fig. 3 A–C). Unstimulated normal donor T lymphocytes did not bind AL-57-PF in the absence of stimulation (Fig. 3 D), but binding persisted for at least 4 h after exposure to the immobilized stimuli (Fig. 3 B and C).

We next used confocal microscopy to investigate the ability of Alexa-488-labeled AL-57-PF to bind and deliver Cy3-siRNA selectively to activated lymphocytes. Four hours after exposure of activated lymphocytes to the fluorescently labeled fusion protein–siRNA complexes, Alexa-488-AL-57-PF was distributed to both the plasma membrane and internal punctate structures, whereas Cy3-siRNA was predominantly intracellular, colocalizing with the fusion protein (Fig. 3D). The conformation-sensitive fusion protein AL-57-PF did not transduce unactivated lymphocytes. As expected, T cells treated with Alexa-488-TS1/22-PF internalized Cy3-siRNA with a similar staining pattern, but uptake was independent of cell activation (Fig. 3D and data not shown).

Using Ku70-siRNA, we next investigated the ability of AL-
57-PF to silence genes selectively in lymphocytes activated by physiologic stimuli. Activation by immobilized CD3 mAb or CXCL12 did not affect Ku70 protein expression assessed by flow cytometry (data not shown). Exposure to AL-57-PF–siRNA complexes reduced Ku70 selectively in activated lymphocytes, whereas TS1/22-PF–siRNAs reduced Ku70 levels even in unstimulated lymphocytes (Fig. 3E and data not shown). These results demonstrate that AL-57-PF enables the manipulation of gene expression selectively in lymphocytes activated by physiologically relevant stimuli.

**AL-57-PF-Mediated Knockdown of Cyclin D1 Suppresses Proliferation Selectively in Activated Lymphocytes.** Proliferation of aberrantly activated lymphocytes has been implicated in the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases. Cyclins and other cell-cycle regulating proteins represent a potential therapeutic target for autoimmune diseases and other diseases caused by overly exuberant immune activation (25). We therefore investigated whether we could selectively suppress cellular proliferation in activated lymphocytes using cyclin D1–siRNA. Basal proliferation of memory T cells, prepared by in vitro exposure of PBMC to IL-15, was enhanced by activation with immobilized CD3-mAb alone or together with CD28-mAb (Fig. 4). Proliferation measured by the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay was not altered by exposure to cyclin D1-siRNA alone or mixed with protamine, TS1/22-scFv, ML39-PF, Luciferase-siRNA delivered by TS1/22-PF also had no effect on lymphocyte proliferation. However, cyclin D1-siRNA delivered by TS1/22-PF potently inhibited basal proliferation of memory T cells as well as the elevated proliferation of activated lymphocytes. Cyclin D1-siRNA delivered by AL-57-PF did not affect proliferation of unactivated memory T cells but significantly suppressed proliferation in activated lymphocytes (Fig. 4).

Moreover, suppression was somewhat more effective in cells that were more fully stimulated by both antibodies. Experiments with CD3 and CD28 mAbs immobilized at 1 and 5 μg/mL produced similar results (Fig. 4 and data not shown). Proliferation measured by [3H] thymidine incorporation showed similar results (Fig. 4 and data not shown). Suppression of proliferation correlated with levels of cyclin D1 knockdown (SI Fig. 9).

**The Fusion Proteins Targeting LFA-1 Deliver siRNA in Vivo.** We next investigated whether LFA-1-targeted fusion proteins could deliver siRNA in vivo. Because AL-57 and TS1/22 do not recognize murine LFA-1, we used SCID mice engrafted with K562 cells stably transfected to express human WT LFA-1 (K562-WT LFA-1) or HA LFA-1 (K562-HA LFA-1) (22, 26). Five days after i.v. injection of K562 cells, when they formed numerous small nodules in the lung (not shown), we injected 1.2 nmol (40 μg) of fusion protein complexed with 6 nmol (100 μg) of Cy3-siRNA into the tail vein.

Four hours later, lung tissues were harvested and examined by immunohistochemistry (Fig. 5), and single-cell suspensions were analyzed by flow cytometry (SI Table 1) for uptake of fluorescent siRNA. Cy3-siRNA complexed with a control fusion protein (ML39-PF) was not taken up above background (SI Table 1 and data not shown). TS1/22-PF delivered Cy3-siRNA equally well to K562-WT LFA-1 and K562-HA LFA-1 but not to mouse lung cells (Fig. 5 and data not shown). AL-57-PF delivered Cy3-siRNA to K562-HA LFA-1 as well as TS1/22-PF, but siRNA delivery to K562-WT LFA-1 was much less efficient than delivery by TS1/22-PF. Neither protein induced significant uptake of Cy3-siRNA by parent K562 cells that do not express LFA-1 (not shown). These results demonstrate in vivo proof of principle for the effective systemic siRNA delivery by TS1/22-PF to LFA-1-expressing cells and the selective delivery by AL-57-PF to HA LFA-1-expressing cells.

**Exposure to siRNA-Fusion Protein Complex Does Not Cause Lymphocyte Activation.** The engagement of LFA-1 by its natural ligand intercellular adhesion molecule-1 leads to lymphocyte activation (27). The LFA-1 targeting fusion proteins might have limited usefulness if they activated the cells they targeted. To determine whether TS1/22-PF or AL-57-PF complexes cause lymphocyte activation, we measured the induction of the early activation markers CD25 and CD69 on PBMC cultured for 48 h with the fusion proteins mixed with luciferase–siRNA. Neither fusion protein–siRNA complex induced expression of CD69 and CD25, whereas activation with phytohemagglutinin induced expression of both markers (SI Fig. 10 A and B). Therefore, transducing lymphocytes with the anti-LFA-1 scFv fusion proteins does not activate them.

**LFA-1-Targeted siRNAs Do Not Elicit IFN Responses.** Another possible unwanted off-target effect of fusion protein–delivered siRNA...
would be activation of IFN-responsive genes (IRG) by activating cytosolic dsRNA-activated protein kinase PKR or by binding to Toll-like receptors 3, 7, and 8 that recognize RNA on the cell surface or in endosomes (28, 29). To examine whether AL-57-PF or TS1/22-PF-siRNA complexes activate an IFN response, we used quantitative RT-PCR to measure mRNA expression of IFN-β, and two key IRG, 2′,5′-oligoadenylate synthetase and Stat-1 (7) in PBMC stimulated with Mg/EGTA plus CBRLFA-1/2 and then treated with the fusion protein-siRNA complexes (SI Fig. 10C). The IRG were not induced by the LFA-1 antibody but were induced by treatment with the known IFN inducers, LPS and poly(I:C). Treatment with as much as 1 μM luciferase-siRNA delivered by TS1/22-PF or AL-57-PF did not induce an IFN response. Therefore, even in highly sensitive primary cells, siRNA complexed with the scFv-protamine fragment fusion proteins does not trigger nonspecific IFN responses.

Discussion

Here we report LFA-1-targeted scFv-protamine fusion proteins as a nonviral delivery approach to induce RNAi in primary leukocytes. Primary lymphocytes are highly resistant to nonviral siRNA delivery with cationic lipid and polymer reagents (3–5), as confirmed in the present study. By fusing LFA-1-specific scFv antibodies (AL-57 and TS1/22) to a protamine fragment that condenses siRNA through charge interactions, we have developed an LFA-1-specific delivery method for efficient gene silencing. The conformation-insensitive TS1/22-PF enables potent gene silencing in all leukocytes independently of activation status. These include primary lymphocytes and dendritic cells, which are resistant to conventional transfection techniques. Furthermore, the HA LFA-1-specific AL-57-PF enables gene silencing selectively in activated leukocytes. Moreover, IFN responses were not triggered in primary cell PBMC mixtures containing highly sensitive antigen-presenting cells. Finally, using SCID mice engrafted with K562 cells expressing WT or HA LFA-1, we demonstrated the in vivo feasibility of activation-independent delivery by TS1/22-PF to LFA-1-bearing cells and activation-dependent delivery by AL-57-PF.

These results support the general applicability and high degree of specificity possible with antibody-protamine fusion proteins for targeted siRNA delivery to primary cells. Moreover, the targeting fusion proteins do not activate lymphocytes, even though they engage a cell surface signaling molecule. This may be because the targeting reagent is monomeric, because it is designed from a scFv and is not expected to cross-link the receptor.

AL-57 is a ligand mimetic antibody that binds selectively to the HA conformation of LFA-1 (14). LFA-1 activation by a single encounter with an activating stimulus is transient; stimulation of lymphocytes with soluble anti-CD3 antibody (30) and soluble chemokine CXCL12 (31) increases LFA-1 adhesiveness only for 5–20 min. In contrast, as we found here using immobilized stimuli that constitutively engage TCR or CXCR4, sustained receptor engagement leads to persistent affinity up-regulation of LFA-1. Constitutive lymphocyte activation might mimic aberrant activation in chronic inflammation. To examine the potential therapeutic feasibility of AL-57-PF-directed siRNA delivery, we investigated whether we could suppress lymphocyte proliferation selectively in persistently stimulated populations. Cyclin D1-siRNA delivered by AL-57-PF suppressed lymphocyte proliferation only when cells were stimulated with CD3 or CD3/CD28. By contrast, TS1/22-PF suppressed lymphocyte proliferation independently of the state of lymphocyte activation. There are several potential therapeutic advantages of selective gene silencing. Selective targeting of activated lymphocytes would likely be sufficient to suppress inflammatory tissue injury. By leaving resting and naïve cells untouched, selective targeting would reduce iatrogenic immunodeficiency, a major problem associated with current immunosuppressive drugs (15). Moreover, the siRNA dose required to target a small subset of disease-causing cells is likely to be substantially less than that needed for indiscriminate targeting.

Other activation markers, such as CD69, CD25, CD40L, or OX40, could also be used for selective targeting of activated lymphocytes (15, 32, 33). The expression profiles of cell surface molecules after activation vary greatly depending on timing and the character and strength of the activating stimulus (32). Fusion proteins, based on antibodies or ligands to different activation markers, might allow targeting of overlapping but distinct phases of lymphocyte activation. Determining which targeting strategy would be most appropriate for different pathological conditions will require in vivo studies.

This study suggests that LFA-1-directed siRNA delivery reagents might be useful for targeting leukocytes in vivo for research to understand disease pathogenesis or discover useful drug targets or for RNAi-based therapy. LFA-1 is expressed on the surface of all leukocytes. Although methods have recently been described for efficient systemic siRNA delivery to the liver (34–36), so far there are no clinically relevant in vivo examples of systemic siRNA delivery to other organs or to moving targets, such as hematopoietic cells. Moreover, the ability to transduce only activated subsets of immune cells by taking advantage of the conformational change of LFA-1 on activated cells provides the potential for highly targeted research or therapeutic intervention. Although this study was done with human reagents that do not recognize mouse LFA-1, and we are currently engineering the murine analogs for in vivo testing, the feasibility study using SCID mice engrafted with K562 cells expressing human LFA-1 strongly supports the applicability of LFA-1 antibody fusion proteins for in vivo siRNA delivery. In SCID mice, whereas the selectivity of AL-57-PF to deliver siRNA to HA-LFA-1 over WT LFA-1 was well maintained, K562-WT LFA-1, which rarely takes up siRNA in vitro (Fig. 2D and data not shown), showed some uptake of siRNA delivered by AL-57-PF (SI Table 1). This result suggests that WT LFA-1 in K562 transfecants may be activated in vivo by binding to intercellular adhesion molecule-1 in homotypic cell aggregates (37) and/or by the innate inflammatory responses elicited by xenogeneic reactions to K562 cells.

Targeting LFA-1 using siRNA-fusion protein complexes might have enhanced efficacy at suppressing immune activation and inflammation compared with other ways of delivering siRNA. Many LFA-1 antibodies, including AL-57, block lymphocyte adhesion (13, 38), and LFA-1 blocking mAbs are effective in attenuating inflammatory disease in mouse models and in treating psoriasis patients (39, 40). Targeted siRNA delivery using blocking LFA-1 antibodies might produce additive or synergistic effects by both silencing proinflammatory molecules and inhibiting LFA-1-mediated cell adhesion. Because blocking LFA-1 by itself is insufficient to suppress inflammation in certain disease models (41), combining LFA-1-blocking antibodies with siRNA silencing might be a more powerful therapeutic approach.

Methods

siRNA Delivery and Gene Silencing. siRNAs mixed with fusion proteins (in a 5:1 molar ratio), appropriate controls (i.e., scFv, protamine), or vehicles in 50 μl of PBS were preincubated for 30 min at room temperature and added to 2 × 10⁶ PBMC or lymphocytes in 150 μl of RPMI medium 1640/10% FCS in the presence of 1 mM MgCl₂/CaCl₂ or 5 mM MgCl₂/1 mM EGTA plus 10 μg/ml mAb CBRLFA-1/2. Cells were cultured for 6–72 h at 37°C, 5% CO₂ and subjected to flow cytometry and/or RT-PCR analyses.

T Lymphocyte Activation Through CXCR4 and TCR. Micropore filters were coated for 1 h at 37°C with CXCL12 (5 μg/ml), anti-human CD3 mAb (5 μg/ml; clone 1304; Immunotech, Marseille, France), and/or anti-human CD28 mAb (5 μg/ml; clone 1373; Immunotech),
washed, and blocked with RPMI medium 1640 containing 10% FCS for 1 h at 37°C. T lymphocytes (1 × 10^7 cells per well in 100 μl) were stimulated for the indicated times at 37°C, 5% CO₂. To study the kinetics of fusion protein binding, Alexa-488-labeled fusion proteins (20 μg/ml) were added 15 min before the end of stimulation. Cells were fixed in cold 2% formaldehyde in Hanks' balanced salt solution (HBSS), washed three times with HBSS containing 2% glucose and 2% BSA, resuspended in HBSS, and analyzed by flow cytometry. To study siRNA delivery, cells were treated for 4 h with Cy3-siRNA on its own or delivered by fusion proteins and analyzed with fluorescent microscopy. To study silencing, cells were cultured for 3 days in the presence or absence of Ku70-siRNA alone or complexed with fusion proteins and analyzed with flow cytometry.

**Mixed-Population Transduction Experiment.** K562 cells transfected to express LFA-1 were either treated for 30 min at 37°C with the activating antibody CBRLFA-1/2 (10 μg/ml) and labeled with 4 μM CMTMR (CellTracker, Invitrogen) or treated with the nonactivating LFA-1 antibody TS2/4 and mock-labeled. The two populations were washed and mixed in equal numbers and then cocultured for 48 h at 37°C, 5% CO₂ in RPMI medium 1640/10% FCS in the presence of 1 nmol of Ku70-siRNA or luciferase-siRNA, alone or complexed with protamine or an indicated antibody-protamine fusion protein, before measuring intracellular Ku70 expression by flow cytometry.

**In Vivo Delivery.** SCID mice on a CB17 background (5–7 weeks old) from Charles River Breeding Laboratory (Wilmington, MA) were injected by tail vein with 6 × 10^6 K562 cells transfected to express WT or HA LFA-1. Five days later, Cy3-siRNA (6 nmol) complexed with fusion protein in a 5:1 molar ratio in 100 μl of PBS was injected by tail vein. Mice were killed 4 h later, and the lungs were harvested. The right lung was placed in optimal temperature compound (Tissue-Tek, Hatfield, PA) snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and used for immunohistochemistry. Single-cell suspensions, prepared by mechanical disruption of the left lung, were analyzed by flow cytometry. All animal procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the CBR Institute for Biomedical Research.

See SI Methods for additional methods.
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